Schedule of Events @ Sierra College Rocklin Campus

**Monday April 4th**

Human Trafficking 101
9:30-10:50am Rocklin Campus, W110
*With Amy Maggard, Sexual Assault Services Manager, Stand Up Placer*

Sexual Assault 101 - An Introduction to Sexual Assault
11-12:20pm Rocklin Campus, Fireside Room
*With Amy Maggard, Sexual Assault Services Manager, Stand Up Placer*

Objects of Desire: The Female Nude in Art
12:30-1:50pm Rocklin Campus, Fireside Room
*With Art History Professor Brenna Chapman*

Fed Up: Documentary Film
2-3:20pm Rocklin Campus, C-9
*With Professor Roz Goldenberg*

Body Proof Poetry
3:30-4:50pm Rocklin Campus, Fireside Room
*Featuring Sierra College professor poets Jen Vernon PhD and V.S. Chochezi EdD performing original work on the theme of "love your body." An open-mic will follow.*

**Tuesday April 5th**

Blood Drive
9-3pm Rocklin Campus, Cafeteria
*In collaboration with the Sierra College Health Center*

Someone You Love: The HPV Epidemic (film and discussion)
9:30-10:50am Rocklin Campus, Weaver 110
*With SC Counselor Nancy Martinis*

Self Defense & Self-Awareness
11-12:20pm Rocklin Campus, D12
*With Noah Willsmore, Instructor at Woodall’s Self Defense*

Sex Sells: When Advertisers Create Your Reality (film and discussion)
2-3:20pm Rocklin Campus, Fireside Room
*With History Professor Janet Rankin*

Yoga for Every BODY: Accessible Yoga in a Chair
3:30-4:30pm Rocklin Campus, Fireside Room
*With History Professor/Yoga Teacher Janet Rankin and the Yoga Club*

**Wednesday April 6th**

Blood Drive
9-3pm Rocklin Campus, Cafeteria
*In collaboration with the Sierra College Health Center*

HIV Testing with Sierra Foothill AIDS Foundation
10-2pm Rocklin Campus, Pride Center (1-building)

LYBW Faire
10-2pm Rocklin campus in the Quad (cafeteria if raining)
*Join us in the quad for student projects, community agencies and information, campus clubs, and interactive events all celebrating Love Your Body Week!*

**@NCC Wednesday April 6th**

10am-2pm Community Partners and ASSC clubs tabling in the campus quad

Sex Sells When Advertisers Create Your Reality (film and discussion)
9:30am N6 101
*With History Professor Janet Rankin*

Film: *The Masks We Live In*
11-12:20pm N6 101
*With SC Anthropology Professor Bruce Pierini*

The Power of IX
12:30p - 1:30p N6 101
*Presented by History Instructor Janet Rankin*

Bust, Bosom, Boobs, Breasts...Film and Discussion
7pm N6 101
*With SC Psychology Professor Kristen O’Shea*

**2016 Love Your Body Week @ Sierra College**

For workshop descriptions visit, [www.sierracollege.edu/lybw](http://www.sierracollege.edu/lybw)

Faculty! See Learner Web for flex options

Sponsored by...

**GENDER EQUITY COMMITTEE**
Wednesday April 6th continued…

Body Secrets of Sierra College Viewing Booth 10-2pm in the Quad
Come view the body secrets you submitted along with those submitted from the Sierra College community.

HIV 101 and the HIV Prevention Pill (PrEP)
9:30-10:50am Rocklin Campus, Fireside Room
Gustavo Trejo from Cares Community Health

Poetry and Spoken Word Reading
11-12:20pm Rocklin Campus, Quad
Hosted by SC English Professor Kent Fortin.
If you would like to participate, please contact Kent Fortin at kfortin@sierracollege.edu

Intellectual Salon: Loving Your Body
12:30-1:50pm Rocklin Campus, 2nd Floor Library
Co-sponsored by ASSC / The Library / Friends of the Library / SC Press
With Sociology Professor and LYBW Coordinator Megan Seely

Thursday April 7th

Cross Cultural Perspectives on Beauty
9:30-10:50am Rocklin Campus, Weaver 110
With Anthropology Professor Jennifer Molina-Stidger

Surviving Civilian Life
11-12:20pm Rocklin Campus, D12
With SC Veteran Center Counselors Blake Rood and Jarrett Blake

Invisible Wounds: Recognizing the signs of suicidality, stress and substance-related disorders.
12:30-1:50pm Rocklin Campus, D-12
With SC Professor Brigitte Elder

Thursday April 7th continued…

In collaboration with the Guest Writers’ Series, Love Your Body Week is happy to include author Nanci Lee Woody.
2-3:20pm Rocklin Campus, Fireside Room
Co-sponsored by the English Department, LYBW, and ASSC

The Mask We Live In Film Screening and Discussion
5-7pm Rocklin Campus, Fireside room
Discussion led by Anthropology Professor Matt Archer and Sociology Professor Jason Logan
Co-hosted by the Feminist Action Club

And don’t miss…
Saturday April 9th!
Second Chance Prom – “Prideful Prom”
7-11 pm Rocklin Campus, Cafeteria
Hosted by the Rainbow Alliance
Was your past prom experience not what you dreamed it would be? Would you like a "do-over"? Well, here's your chance! Hosted by the Sierra College Rainbow Alliance, and sponsored by Greater Placer County PFLAG, the Lavender Library, and Lavender Friends, this year's Second Chance Prom is going to be an ALL INCLUSIVE Spring Fling. Dress how you like and escort who you choose. Be yourself and enjoy the experience!

The prom will be held in the Cafeteria, Campus Center, Building J on Saturday, April 9th from 7:00 -11:00 p.m. Tickets are $5 at the door and there will be no re-entry. There will be a Special Guest DJ: Courtney McArthur (AKA Butch VanDyke) and Professional Photography by Kurtis Ostrom for $10.

For more information, contact Professor Johnnie Terry @ 916-660-8055 or jterry@sierracollege.edu

Sponsored by…